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Introduction
This poster introduces the recently enlarged DoCLab research group at Brunel University, London. This large multidisciplinary group brings together electronic, mechanical and
computer engineers with molecular biologists, biochemists and clinical collaborators to develop fully integrated, multiplex Point-Of-Care-Tests (POCT) for the self- diagnosis of
infectious diseases.
DoCLab is a founding member and Microengineering workgroup lead in the recently launched eSTI2 consortium (electronic Self-Testing Instrument for Sexually transmitted
Infections). This Medical Research Council (UK) funded consortium aims to develop and integrate POCT for Sexually Transmitted Infections (STI) with mobile technology. This
consortium further expands the pool of expertise to include UK government agencies, industrial collaborators and additional academic partners.

Micro-Mixing & DNA Isolation

Sample Preparation
The processing of varied raw clinical samples
(blood, urine, swabs, stool, sputum, aspirates),
to present amplification and detection ready
products to downstream technology forms a
critical and challenging part of any molecular
diagnostic test.
With regard to POCT these processes have
seen little innovation or research and few
POCT systems which integrated sample
preparation have been described. Thus this
area is recognised as a key bottleneck in the
development of POC tests by both academic
and industrial research groups.

The laminar nature of microfluidic flows can unnecessarily prolong POCT assays.
DoCLab has developed and validated robust microfluidic mixing protocols using iron
oxide superparamagnetic micro-particles under the influence of switching
electromagnets.
These techniques have been employed to
develop a reliable 4 minute protocol for
extraction of bacterial DNA from whole
blood within a microfluidic chamber. With
efficiency equivalent to bench top
methods.
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The DoCLab group is currently
focused heavily on sample
preparation technologies to
integrate and automate sample
processing techniques within
POC devices.
Our technology will allow a
range of raw clinical sample to
be assayed by an unskilled user
with true “Sample-In, AnswerOut” functionality.
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Magnetic Labelling & Detection
The DoCLab is currently developing a magnetic label based microarray sensors to
allow multiplex, quantifiable detection of multiple DNA targets using interwound
MEMS manufactured microcoils .
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f = 0.05 Hz, J = 1.45 E+7 A

6030 beads in half-chamber, period 3 min.

Automation & Mobile Integration
The DoCLab has a philosophy of integration and automation
from the early stages of research. In parallel to assay
development, prototype devices are being automated and
controlled using a 16 bit microcontrollers and custom built
micro-pumps. In doing so we can evaluate the potential for
POCT integration at all development stages. Currently our
system is being adapted for use with mobile technology for
telemedicine, self-testing purposes and eHealth integration.
Future Vision
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